WE ARE
A CREATIVE
VISUALIZATION
AGENCY

WE ARE
LNG STUDIOS
We deliver award-winning 3D visualizations and immersive experiences
to our clients.
We are dedicated innovators with a passion for tech-forward solutions.
We provide developers and sales marketing teams with everything that
is required to sell a pre-sale property. Our full scope of services save you
time, money, and provide a cohesive visual story.

1500+
Real Estate Marketing Projects.

75+

28+

2

Countries

Creative Technology
Professionals + Partners

Offices: Vancouver + Toronto

OUR CLIENTS

OUR CLIENTS

Johnson Street Bridge | MMM Group

Woodwords Atrium | Not-A-Black-Box Competition

Bellevue | Mac Marketing, Cressey Development Group

Arts Umbrella Animation | Arts Umbrella

Nordstrom

Amazon’s “The Post” | MCMP Architecture

Allan McGavin Sports Medicine Clinic, UBC | HCMA Architecture

Vancouver House | S&P Real Estate, Westbank Corporation

Burrard Place | Magnum Projects

The Shipyards | DIALOG

The Peak at Mulgrave Park | British Pacific Properties

SERVICES

CREATIVE +
TECHNOLOGY
SERVICES

3D ARCHITECTURAL VISUALIZATION

VIRTUAL + AUGMENTED REALITY

VIDEO PRODUCTION

BRANDING + WEBSITE DESIGN

DRONE + AERIAL

INTERACTIVE TOUCHSCREEN

3D PRINTING + 3D SCANNING

SERVICES

3D ARCHITECTURAL
VISUALIZATION
3D PHOTOREALISTIC RENDERINGS

3D ANIMATION

3D FLOOR PLANS

Architectural visualizations are an essential
asset for pre-sale developments. They offer
an opportunity for storytelling, moodsetting, and render design details in hyperrealism. From blueprints and grayscale
to colour drafts, our team will bring your
project and vision
to life.

3D animation is a linear experience,
utilizing computer-generated images and
adding movement through any 3D space.
We specialize in animations for real estate
and branding elements to tell the story
of presale developments. Animation can
take you on a tour through the interior of a
property, or even fly you above and around
the property to experience the exterior
architecture and surrounding context.

3D floor plans and side-cut dollhouse
renderings are a visual tool that enhances
the visualization of interior layouts.
These visualizations help to showcase
the relationship between rooms and their
interconnectivity within a home, as well as
provide a sense of space functionality with
furniture placements.

SERVICES

VIRTUAL REALITY
Virtual Reality (VR) is an immersive, simulated
experience. Through VR, our clients can explore
custom-built environments and applications and
interact with the virtual world around them. VR
experiences create memorable impressions on users
and empower consumers to make their buying
decisions with confidence and excitement. While a
headset is needed for an immersive experience, VR
technology works across a wide variety of devices and
is therefore adaptable to new technology.
AUGMENTED REALITY

VIRTUAL +
AUGMENTED REALITY

Augmented Reality (AR) is used to enhance the realworld environment by adding a virtual graphic overlay.
With this technology, we can overlay and interact
with complex 3D models and holograms in real-time,
providing access to resources and facilitating tasks.
Whether you are deciding which sofa will look best
in your living room or working on a project with a
teammate across the world, AR is an exceptional and
necessary tool. We specialize in creating custom AR
applications that solve the complex challenges our
clients face. AR is used across a wide variety of devices
allowing it to be easily adaptable to new technologies.

SERVICES

VIDEO
PRODUCTION
Our video production department creates
commercials and corporate videos that visually
communicate a brand’s story. Through an extensive
consultative and creative process, we ensure that
strategic objectives are executed flawlessly. We have
a proven track record of working with prestigious
companies — ensuring our mutual success.

SERVICES

INTERACTIVE
TOUCHSCREEN
Presentation Centre solutions
to enhance the home-buying
experience online and in‑person.

We are an industry leader in developing
interactive and engaging experiences
through intuitive design and functionality.
To support our clients in their industries,
we develop and design informational
and immersive visual destinations, such
as 360-degree virtual tours, interactive
touchscreen displays, and pre-sale-specific
microsite experiences.

SERVICES

DRONE + AERIAL
Drone imagery serves as a powerful tool for various projects. Our drones
can capture precise views to support any need, whether that be the
surrounding context for exterior architectural visualizations or defining the
exact view from the penthouse of a new condo building. Our drone imagery
is often incorporated into our 3D renderings to visually communicate the
project’s context within an existing neighbourhood.
We are insured and fully licensed by Transport Canada to operate UAB’s
commercially in the Pacific region.

SERVICES

BRANDING +
WEBSITE DESIGN
LNG Studios offers design services primarily for the real
estate industry. We work with our clients to develop brand
concepts and identities, print collateral, site signage, and
digital assets such as websites and social ads. We cater to
the distinct needs and wants of our clients, collaborating
with them from start to finish in the creative process.

HOME

HOMES

EXPLORE

NEIGHBOURHOOD

Live, Work & Play at Willoughby Town Centre
This is a neighbourly place to live and meet up, a place that respects the past, values
community, and celebrates the fact that Langley is a great place to live. With its quality
homes and commercial space, pedestrian plazas and pleasant walkways, Willoughby Town
Centre has something for everyone and is delighted to be a part of the Township of Langley.

GALLERY

CONTACT

SERVICES

3D PRINTING +
3D SCANNING
3D PRINTING
3D printing is achieved through specially
prepared digital design files and state-ofthe-art 3D printers to create any 3D solid
object. The process is achieved by laying
down successive layers of material and the
technology can produce incredibly complex
shapes. 3D printed building models are a
cost-effective solution for many architects
and designers as they allow them to view the
scale and proportions of their designs easily
and quickly in real form.
3D SCANNING
LNG Studios was the first company in
Canada to offer 3D scanning technology. 3D
scanning is a non-contact laser technology
that digitally captures the shape of physical
objects and spaces. These scans allow us to
build a 3D replica model of any space and
allows viewers to explore the environment via
a virtual tour format.

REAL ESTATE MARKETING CAMPAIGN TOUCHPOINTS

MARKETING ASSET CHECKLIST

REAL ESTATE MARKETING
CAMPAIGN TOUCHPOINTS

MARKETING ASSET CHECKLIST
We take projects from the name + brand stage to the launch of your sales
centre, with holistic marketing and visualization.

The places and spaces of distribution - where your content can connect, resonate,
Below you will find a list of the content and collateral you need to communicate

and captivate your audience.
Your project marketing goals will impact the prioritization of these touchpoints:

your development’s vision, mission, and message.
Use this checklist to create your scope of work when reviewing your project’s
marketing strategy and touchpoints.

SIGNAGE

BRANDING + DESIGN
Project Naming

PRINT COLLATERAL

WEBSITE

SOCIAL MEDIA

VISUALIZATION
3D Rendering

Project Logo Design

Exterior

Stationery Package Design

Interior

Signage Program Design

3D Floorplan

Community / Neighbourhood Map

Site Plan

Project A-KIT (Preview Brochure)

Dollhouse

Brochure Design

Artistic

Floorplan Insert Sheets Design

360° Rendering

Features Insert Sheet Design

Interior

Copywriting

Exterior

Email Blast Template Design

3D Animation

Direct Mailer – 2 Sided Postcard

360° Animation

Print Advertising Design
Digital Advertising Design

ONLINE ADVERTISING

Presentation Centre Wall Graphic Design

P
 roject Website Design & Development
P
 hase I – Teaser Website: 1-2 Page Site

PRODUCTION
PRINT ADVERTISING

Photography Production

P
 hase II – Full Website: Includes

Video Production

All Marketing Collateral

Drone Production

PRESENTATION CENTRE

with Registration Form

M
 icrosite Touchscreen Design & Development

Contextual

V
 irtual Tour Design & Development

View Studies

V
 irtual Reality (VR) Room-Scale
A
 ugmented Reality (AR) Web Based

3D RENDERING VISUALIZATION PROCESS

The key to success comes from following our set process below. It’s been applied

3D RENDERING
VISUALIZATION PROCESS
1
DISCOVERY

and refined through hundreds of projects, takes a multidisciplinary approach, and
enables collaboration.

2
PROJECT KICK-OFF

3
GREYSCALE

4

5

COLOUR

DETAIL

6
FINAL

Tell us about your project

Project FIles

Angle, Model + Light

Material + Environment

Final Adjustments

Your Project

Inform us of your project's

Project Manager introduction,

Focused on modelling,

Materials, textures, colours,

Final decorative adjustments,

Completing final

details for a clear scope,

file collection, and kick-off

geometry, weather, and

furnishings, people, vehicles,

adjusting people, and

post-production

timeline, and budget to begin

meeting to identify the vision

composition. Attention to the

and atmosphere are provided

finalizing the finer details.

processes for delivery.

the production process.

for the project and align

scene’s angle or “perspective”

for comments.

expectations.

for comments.

CLIENT FEEDBACK

CONCEPTUAL PROJECTS

CLIENT FEEDBACK

CLIENT FEEDBACK

Tell us about your concept

vision, timeline, and budget
to begin the conceptual
rendering process.

REQUIREMENTS
CHECKLIST

Inform us of your project’s

EXTERIOR RENDERINGS
Site plan

(PDF + DWG)

Exterior elevations

(PDF + DWG)

Floor Plans
Landscape Files

INTERIOR RENDERINGS
Interior elevations
Floor plans

(PDF + DWG)

(PDF + DWG)

Material + Finish Specifications
(DWG + PDF)

Material samples

(physical / digital)

Preferred time of day
3D Models (Revit, SketchUp, Rhino, etc.)

Background Photograph(s)

(PDF)

Furniture + Style References
3D Models

(Revit, SketchUp, Rhino, etc.)

LET’S CONNECT.
LET’S CREATE.
254 - 60 SMITHE STREET, VANCOUVER, BC V6B 0BS
778 724 1372 • LNGSTUDIOS.COM
VANCOUVER / TORONTO

